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ABSTRACT

Transcription elongation in vitro is affected by the
interactions between RNA polymerase (RNAP)
subunits and the nucleic acid scaffold of the
ternary elongation complex (TEC, RNAP-DNA–
RNA). We have investigated the role of the RNAP
subunits F/E (homologous to eukaryotic RPB4/7)
during transcription elongation and termination
using a wholly recombinant archaeal RNAP and
synthetic nucleic acid scaffolds. The F/E complex
greatly stimulates the processivity of RNAP, it
enhances the formation of full length products,
reduces pausing, and increases transcription termi-
nation facilitated by weak termination signals.
Mutant variants of F/E that are defective in RNA
binding show that these activities correlate with
the nucleic acid binding properties of F/E.
However, a second RNA-binding independent
component also contributes to the stimulatory
activities of F/E. In summary, our results suggest
that interactions between RNAP subunits F/E and
the RNA transcript are pivotal to the molecular
mechanisms of RNAP during transcription elonga-
tion and termination.

INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary related multi-subunit RNA polymerases
(RNAP) facilitate DNA-dependent RNA transcription
in all three domains of life (1). Transcription is often
likened to a cycle where RNAPs initiates at the
promoter, elongate through the gene, terminate at its
30-end, and reinitiate at the promoter again. During the
transcription cycle RNAPs are undergoing substantial
conformational changes and distinct interactions are
made between RNAP subunits and the promoter DNA
during transcription initiation, and the DNA–RNA

scaffold during transcription elongation. The overall
structural layout of all multi-subunit RNAPs is conserved.
However, the archaeal RNAP and eukaryotic RNAPII
share a subset of subunits that are not present in the
bacterial enzyme (2). The most prominent structural
feature that discriminates between all bacterial and
archaeal/eukaryotic enzymes is a stalk-like protrusion
formed by a heterodimeric complex of RNAP subunits
F/E (RPB4/7 in RNAPII). The F/E complex is stably
associated with the RNAP core and binds RNA in vitro
and in vivo (3–5). During transcription initiation F/E, in
conjunction with the basal transcription factor TFE, is
involved in DNA melting (6,7). Much research has been
devoted to the understanding of the mechanisms that
regulate transcription initiation, which traditionally was
assumed to be the main or even sole step of transcription
regulation and gene expression. Recently it has become
evident that the elongation phase is another important
target for the control of transcription (8). Transcription
elongation is discontinuous and frequently interrupted
by pausing, stalling and arrest events that are determined
by the sequence of the template and can be subject to
regulation by elongation factors (9). In bacteria, tran-
scriptional pausing plays a fundamental role in the
coupling of transcription and translation by allowing
ribosomes to catch up with elongating RNAPs, which oth-
erwise would be prematurely terminated by the rho factor
(9). Transcription pausing allows the formation of func-
tional secondary structures in the transcript (e.g. in
ribosomal RNA), facilitates the recruitment of transcrip-
tion factors (e.g. bacterial RfaH) and is a prerequisite for
regulated intrinsic and rho-dependent termination in
bacteria (9). The termination of transcription in the
Archaea bears some resemblance to the RNAPIII system
(10,11); it is independent of RNA secondary structures,
such as RNA hairpins characteristic of bacterial intrinsic
terminators, and exogenous transcription termination
factors including the bacterial rho helicase and the
eukaryotic Xrn2/Rat1 exonucleases (12–15). In
eukaryotes, promoter-proximal pausing of RNAPII at
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�20–50 bases downstream of the transcription start site is
a regulatory mechanism that allows rapid induction of
gene expression because it does not depend on recruitment
cascades of transcription factors and RNAPs. This phe-
nomenon was initially discovered at Drosophila heat
shock promoters but has subsequently been proven to be
a widespread mode of regulation from yeast to man (16–
18). The sequence dependent pausing of all types of
RNAPs is facilitated by interactions between the RNAP
and DNA template and the RNA transcript. Structural
information obtained from RNAPII elongation complexes
has illuminated the interactions between the downstream
DNA duplex and the RNAP jaw domains, and the
interactions between the DNA–RNA hybrid and the
RNAP hybrid compartment (19–21). However, it has
not been possible to solve the structures of the RNA tran-
script and the nontemplate strand (NTS) in the context
of the TEC. Both the NTS and the RNA transcript
are components of the protein-nucleic acid interaction
network of the elongation complex, and thereby have
the potential to influence transcription elongation and ter-
mination (22).
We are using a wholly recombinant hyperthermophilic

archaeal in vitro transcription system to investigate
the molecular mechanisms of transcription (7,23,24).
This system is a genuine model system for eukaryotic
RNAPII and allows us to study the functional contri-
butions of RNAP subunits such as the F/E complex
(RPB4/7) (2,3). The tractability of the RNAPII system is
limited by its biochemical properties, thus it has not been
possible to produce recombinant RNAPII. In addition,
archaeal transcription systems allow us to uncover basic
RNAP functions that are often masked by the complexity
of the eukaryotic system (6,7,25).
Here we characterize the molecular mechanisms of

archaeal RNAP downstream of the initiation phase,
during elongation and termination of transcription. We
have investigated the role of the NTS during the elonga-
tion and termination phases of transcription and
characterized the functional contribution of RNAP
subunits F/E during these two processes. We have dis-
covered that transcript binding to F/E enhances the
processivity and decreases transcriptional pausing, but
also that the F/E complex improves the efficiency of tran-
scription termination on weak termination signals. The
modus operandi of F/E is comprised of two components,
one of which depends on the RNA-binding activity
of F/E. The second mechanism is likely to involve
conformational changes within RNAP such as the
closure of the clamp domain (26).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Recombinant proteins

Methanocaldococcus jannaschii RNAPs were prepared as
described previously (3,4,23).

Transcription elongation assay

The template DNA strand (TS) and the 14 nucleotide (nt)
RNA primer were annealed in a 1 : 5 molar ratio for 1min

at 96�C and slowly cooled to ambient temperature.
In total, 50–200 nM RNAP were preincubated with
13/2.5mM RNA/DNA scaffold at 65�C in 0.5� HNME
buffer (20mM HEPES, pH 7.3, 125mM sodium chloride,
1.75mM magnesium chloride, 0.05mM EDTA, 2.5%
glycerol, and 10mM DTT). To prevent nonspecific
binding of RNAP to nucleic acid scaffolds and multi-
round transcription by reinitiation the reaction mix was
incubated for further 10min in presence of 0.05mg/ml
Heparin at 65�C. Transcription reaction was started by
addition of nucleotides (750 mM ATP/UTP/GTP, 2 mM
CP, [a-32P] CTP (5000Ci/mmol), in presence or absence
of 2.5mM NTS. The radiolabelled transcripts were
separated on 16% denaturating PAGE (8M Urea, 0.5�
TBE), dried for 1 h at 80�C under vacuum and visualized
using an Fuji FLA 2000 reader and Image Analyser
software (Fuji, Japan).

Transcript release assay

Transcription reactions were carried out as described
above, the reaction was stopped by addition of 50mM
EDTA and the transcripts were separated by 10% native
PAGE (Acrylamide : Bisacrylamide=19 : 1).

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were per-
formed using a 32P-labelled A2-riboprobe (4). The A2
probe was generated by in vitro transcription using
the Ambion T7 transcription kit using [a-32P] UTP
(5000Ci/mmol) as tracer nucleotide. The 32P-labeled A2
riboprobe was incubated with increasing amounts of
recombinant F/E variants in HNME buffer (40mM
HEPES, pH 7.3, 250mM sodium chloride, 2.5mM mag-
nesium chloride, 0.1mM EDTA, 5 % glycerol, and 10mM
dithiothreitol) containing 1 mg bovine serum albumin in a
total volume of 15 ml for 20min at 65�C. The reaction
mixture was transferred into native Tris-glycine loading
buffer and loaded onto a native 4–20 % Tris-glycine
gradient gel (Novex, Invitrogen). The complexes were
electrophoretically separated at room temperature for
1 h at 180V, the gel was dried for 2 h at 80�C under
vacuum and subjected to autoradiography (Kodak
Biomax MR film) and/or phospho imager analysis
(Fuji FLA 2000).

RESULTS

The nontemplate DNA strand stimulates the processivity
of RNAP

In order to characterize the molecular mechanisms
of transcription elongation under rigorously controlled
conditions and in a promoter-independent manner, we
adapted a transcription assay that utilizes synthetic elon-
gation scaffolds consisting of custom synthesized DNA
and RNA oligonucleotides (Figure 1A and B). Figure 2
shows two typical time course experiments (30 s to 60min)
that compare the transcript pattern generated by
recombinant M. jannaschii RNAP on two distinct syn-
thetic elongation scaffolds that differ with respect to the
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Figure 1. Transcription elongation assay using synthetic nucleic acid scaffolds. Experimental setup (A). A 14 nt RNA oligonucleotide is pre-annealed
to the DNA TS and subsequently incubated with recombinant RNAP and the NTS. Upon the addition of nucleotides RNAP extends the RNA
primer completely independent of promoter elements and basal transcription factors. The templates used in this study are illustrated in (B). The
RNA primer is highlighted in red and the DNA TS and NTS in black. The U7 and U5 terminator signals, and the A7 and A5 controls are highlighted
in blue. Red arrows indicate the 30 termini of terminated transcripts and blue arrows indicate the 30 termini of transcripts generated by runoff.
Structure and function of RNAP subunits F/E (C). ‘The S. shibatae RNAP structure (pdb 2WAQ) was manually superimposed on the DNA–RNA
scaffold of the S. cerevisiae RNAPII elongation complex (DNA in yellow, RNA in red, pdb 1Y1W). The archaeal RNAP core is coloured grey, the
two subunits F and E and highlighted in magenta and blue, and the RNAP clamp in green, respectively. Residues in subunit E that affect RNA
binding are highlighted in red, and the RNA transcript that is not resolved in the crystal structures is sketched as red dotted line.
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presence of the NTS. In the first experiment RNAP
utilizes a template strand (TS) DNA:RNA primer
scaffold (Figure 2A, left) and in the second experiment
a TS/NTS DNA:RNA scaffold (Figure 2A, right).
The recombinant archaeal RNAP can utilize synthetic
elongation scaffolds independently of the NTS, similar
to bacteriophage T7 RNAP, bacterial RNAP and
eukaryotic RNAPII (Figure 2) (27,28). Under the chosen
assay conditions the NTS affects transcription elongation
both quantitatively and qualitatively. Wild type RNAP
synthesizes fewer partial- and more runoff transcripts
(71 nt), and the runoff transcript is produced earlier
in the presence of the NTS (Figure 2B and C, 2min
instead of 5min). This demonstrates that the processivity
is improved by the presence of the NTS, which is likely
due to an increased stability of the TEC, i.e. improved
‘traction’ of RNAP on the template. Under our experi-
mental conditions the earliest full-length runoff tran-
script appears after 2min suggesting an in vitro
elongation rate of approximately 35 nt/min. This is in

good agreement with the in vitro transcription elonga-
tion rate of eukaryotic RNAPII, but it is also signifi-
cantly slower than elongation rates estimated in vivo
(�10–25 nt/s) (29,30). In the absence of the NTS the
first runoff transcript is generated after 5min, which
suggests that the elongation rate is about two fold
slower without the NTS (Figure 2A–C). However, under
these conditions RNAP is also paused for a longer time
period (Figure 2A, �23 and 33 nt) and it is therefore
problematic to clearly distinguish an increased tran-
scription elongation rate from improved processivity
(Figure 2A). The total amount of radio-labelled
transcripts synthesized is only marginally increased by
the NTS (Figure 2C).

The RNAP subunits F/E enhance the processivity

Transcription elongation complexes are characterized by
an astounding processivity in vivo, e.g. during the tran-
scription of human muscle dystrophin transcription unit
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Figure 2. The NTS stimulates the processivity. (A) The transcript pattern that was generated by in vitro transcription of the parental elongation
scaffold (Figure 1B) under single-round conditions with RNAP (200 nM) in the presence (+NTS, grey bars) and absence of the NTS (�NTS, black
bars). Samples were taken at the indicated time points (0.5, 1, 2, 5, 15, 30, 60min). Histograms are based on quantization of at least three
independent experiments (arbitrary units, AU). (B) The synthesis of the 71 nt-run off transcript normalized to the 60-min time point (�NTS). (C)
The synthesis of total transcripts normalized to the 60-min time point (�NTS).
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RNAPII elongates through 2.4MB of coding sequence
during which it remains associated with the DNA
template for �16 h (31). The high stability of the elonga-
tion complex is reflected in a complex interaction network
between RNAP subunits, the DNA template, the RNA-
DNA hybrid and RNA transcript. We have recently
solved the structure of the M. jannaschii RNAP subunits
F/E and characterized its RNA-binding properties
(4,32). We tested the functional contribution of F/E
during transcription elongation by comparing wild type
enzymes with recombinant RNAP variants lacking
subunits F/E (RNAP�F/E). The elongation properties
of RNAP�F/E are severely compromised (Figure 3A).
The RNAP�F/E is not capable of synthesizing the run
off transcript in the absence of the NTS, even after
60min of reaction time, and all RNAPs are paused on
the DNA template at approximately position +33
(Figure 3A and C). The nature of this pause site is
unclear and was not dependent on the CTP tracer
nucleotide (data not shown). In comparison, the wild-
type RNAP has already synthesized the runoff transcript
at the earliest time point of 5min (Figure 3A and C). In
the presence of the NTS, the RNAP�F/E is capable of
forming runoff transcripts but the processivity of the wild-
type enzyme is substantially greater (Figure 3B and D). In
order to ascertain that the stimulatory activity of F/E on

transcription elongation was dependent on the incorpora-
tion of F/E into the RNAP, and not due to ‘free’ F/E in
solution we made use of the fact that the F/E complex can
be incorporated into RNAP�F/E prior to the reaction
and that the incorporation of the F/E complex into
RNAP is strictly dependent on subunit K (3). When we
added F/E complex to either RNAP�F/E or RNAP�K/
F/E only the former responded by synthesizing the runoff
transcript (Figure 3E). This effect could be observed both
in the absence and presence of the NTS (Figure 3E). This
result demonstrates that the stimulatory properties of the
F/E complex strictly depend on its association with the
RNAP. We have previously generated F/E variants that
are defective in RNA binding in vitro but do not affect
their stability and incorporation into RNAP [(4) and data
not shown]. We compared the activities of three mutant
variants of F/E, F/EK33E, F/ER37E and F/Eloop (a subunit
E triple mutant ER155A,K156S,R157A) in RNA binding and
transcription elongation assays. Both assays were carried
out with a range of F/E concentrations. Whereas the wild
type F/E complex stimulates the synthesis of the runoff
transcript �20-fold in our assay (Figure 4B and D), the
RNA-binding-deficient mutant variants are impaired in a
manner that correlate with their RNA-binding activity
(Figure 4A, B and D). However, the F/Eloop variant that
has no RNA-binding activity in vitro is still capable of
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Figure 3. The F/E complex enhances the processivity. (A) The transcript pattern generated by RNAP�F/E (200 nM) using the parental elongation
scaffold (Figure 1B) in the absence of the NTS either without (RNAP�F/E) or following preincubation with 800 nM F/E (wt RNAP). (B) The transcript
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were preincubated with F/E and transcription reactions were carried out in the absence (�NTS) or presence of the NTS (+NTS).
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stimulating the formation of the runoff transcript �5-fold
at its highest concentration (Figure 4D). These results
demonstrate that the molecular mechanisms by RNAP
subunits F/E contribute to the processivity have two
components. The main component is dependent on the
RNA transcript binding activity of F/E, and the minor
component independent of the transcript binding. In the
absence of the NTS the latter mechanism accounts for
about 20% of the stimulatory activity (Figure 4D). A
likely mechanism for this activity is a conformational
change of the RNAP, such as a closure of the RNAP
clamp domain (26). The NTS improves the processivity
of RNAP (Figure 2A) and accordingly the stimulatory
activity of the F/E complex is weaker on duplex DNA
templates. The phenotypes of the RNA-binding mutations
are less pronounced under these conditions, implying that
the F/E complex still stimulates elongation despite of
weakened, or indeed absent interactions with the tran-
script. This is most obvious in a time course experiment
shown in Figure 4C. At the first time point (40 s) the
stimulatory activity of the RNA-binding-deficient
F/Eloop variant is more than half of the wild type F/E,
whereas the weaker RNA-binding mutants F/EK33E and
F/ER37E have no phenotype (Figure 4C and E). After 300 s
the activity of all F/E variant RNAPs have reached the

same level, approximately twice the amount of transcripts
generated by the RNAP�F/E (Figure 4C and E).

Transcription termination of archaeal RNAP is
facilitated by poly-U stretches

The 71 nt full-length transcripts in our transcription elon-
gation assays are generated by transcription run off, i.e.
spontaneous dissociation of the elongation complex at the
30 terminus of the template. In vitro, archaeal RNAPs are
capable of terminating transcription at poly-U stretches
(10,14). The molecular mechanism of poly-U directed ter-
mination is distinct from run off termination. In order to
investigate poly-U directed transcription termination in
our recombinant system we inserted seven T-residues in
the elongation templates at two different positions, +53
or +66 (Figure 1B). Recombinant archaeal RNAP
terminates efficiently at both U7 termination signals
generating transcripts 53 and 66 nucleotides long, respec-
tively (Figure 5A). Close inspection of the data reveal that
transcription terminates on the last U-residue of the ter-
minator signal. The efficiency of termination is slightly
higher at position +53 than compared to +66, which
suggest a mild effect of the sequence context. In order
to test whether the weak base pairing of the rU:dA
RNA–DNA hybrid alone was sufficient to facilitate
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termination, we examined the elongation profiles of
templates harbouring stretches of seven A instead of T
residues in the NTS, resulting in rA:dT RNA–DNA
hybrids. The A7-signals at +53 and +66 results in 90%
and 100% read-through, respectively (Figure 5A). The

results demonstrate that a weakening of the RNA–DNA
hybrid by inserting an A7-signal is not sufficient to facili-
tate robust transcription termination, even though it is
important to keep in mind that the interactions between
rU:dA basepairs are less stable than rA:dU basepairs (33).
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Efficiency of transcription termination correlates with
the number of U-residues

In order to test whether the number of U-residues in the
terminator signal correlated with termination efficiency
and read through, we reduced the number of T residues
in the NTS of the elongation scaffolds from seven to five
and compared transcription termination efficiency with
the U7 template. The U5 signal resulted in 60% termina-
tion (defined as terminated RNA/terminated plus read
through RNA), as compared to 95% termination
facilitated by the U7 signal (Figure 5A and B). A control
template harbouring five A residues led to 20% termina-
tion (Figure 5B). We conclude that the number of T
residues in the termination signal plays an important
role for termination and read-through. This is in agree-
ment with observations from the Pyrococcus furiosus
histone gene terminator (10). We have shown that the
NTS increases the processivity, and we speculated that
this could also result in increased read-through and
decreased termination facilitated by U7 signals. In order
to test the influence of the NTS on poly-U directed termi-
nation we carried out transcription termination assays in
the absence of the NTS and on duplex DNA templates.
The NTS does not qualitatively affect transcription termi-
nation directed by the strong U7-signal, however on the
weaker U5-signal the NTS leads to increased read through
(Figure 5C). On both U5- and U7-signals the total amount
of transcripts is increased by the NTS in accordance with
our previous observations (Figure 5C). The molecular
mechanism of transcription termination is not well under-
stood but is likely to require pausing of RNAP that allows
conformational changes of the TEC, which eventually lead
to transcript release and complex dissociation (34). Poly-U
sequences are strong pause signals (35) and it is therefore
exigent to demonstrate that the U7 signals lead to genuine
termination of transcription, and not only pausing and
possibly arrest of our elongation complexes. We ascer-
tained that both run off and U-signal terminated
transcripts were released from elongation complexes by
separating free and RNAP-bound transcripts by native
gel electrophoresis of the elongation reactions. Figure
5D and E show transcription elongation reactions that
were electrophoretically separated under native and
denaturating conditions, respectively. As a negative
control for transcript release we carried out transcription
reactions in the absence of GTP, which results in a paused
elongation complex after synthesis of a 41 nt transcript
(Figures 1B and 5E). Native gel electrophoresis of this
sample demonstrates that all 32P-labelled RNA migrates
as one distinct low mobility band that corresponds to the
paused TEC (Figure 5D). Upon the addition of GTP after
10min incubation of the transcription reaction the runoff
transcript is formed (Figure 5E) and concomitantly a new
faster migrating band appears on a native gel analysis of
the reaction, which corresponds to the released transcript
(Figure 5D). We subjected transcription elongation
reactions with U7, A7 and U5 signal scaffolds to this com-
parative analysis and in all reactions free transcripts were
observed (Figure 5D and E). We conclude that under our
assay conditions both runoff and U-signal terminated

transcripts are efficiently released from the recombinant
RNAPs.

RNAP subunits F/E improve transcription termination
by U5 signals

Above we have demonstrated that RNAP subunits F/E
play an important role during transcription elongation
that is likely to involve interactions with the transcript
and conformational changes of the TEC, e.g. through a
modulation of the RNAP clamp (26). In order to test
whether transcription termination facilitated by poly-U
signals was dependent on, or affected by the F/E
complex we compared the transcript pattern of wild type
RNAP and RNAP�F/E using runoff, U7- and U5-signal
elongation scaffolds. Both wild type and RNAP�F/E
generate qualitatively very similar transcript patterns on
all templates tested (Figure 6A). This demonstrates that
transcription termination of archaeal RNAP is not strictly
dependent on the F/E subunits. However, F/E affects the
termination efficiency of RNAP on weak U5 termination
signals in a quantitative manner (Figure 6B and C). The
ratio between terminated versus read through transcript is
increased more than 3-fold by the addition of wild type
F/E, and less than 2-fold by the RNA-binding deficient
F/Eloop mutant. In order to elucidate the role of the RNA
binding further we made use of a template containing an
upstream U5 termination signal (Figure 1B, +26 U5 ter-
minator) taking into account that the F/E complex
interacts with the RNA 26–41 nt downstream of the
active site (5) (Figure 1B). The ratio between terminated
and read through transcript was not affected by the
position of the U5-signal (+26 versus +51) in the
absence of F/E (Figure 6B and C). However, on
the +26 U5 template neither F/E nor F/Eloop increased
transcription termination, but rather led to an increase of
the runoff transcript formation congruent with F/E’s
function of stimulating the processivity (Figure 6B and
C). This result demonstrates that F/E only enhances tran-
scription termination upon interaction with the RNA.
If interactions between the transcript and RNAP
subunits F/E are abrogated by mutations in F/E
(F/Eloop) or by restricting the length of the transcript
(the position of the termination signal in the +26 U5

template), F/E cannot stimulate transcription termination.

DISCUSSION

The elongation and termination phases of transcription
are crucial for the accurate synthesis of all RNA
molecules. In addition, transcription elongation has
emerged as an important and widespread regulatory
mechanism for gene expression by both eukaryotic and
bacterial RNAPs (8,9,16–18,36). In order to thoroughly
rationalize the molecular mechanisms that govern tran-
scription elongation by RNAP from the third domain of
life, the Archaea, we have used a wholly recombinant
RNAP in transcription elongation experiments that
utilize synthetic elongation scaffolds. This system has
allowed us to perturb the RNAP and the nucleic acid
scaffold of the TEC in order to investigate the influence
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of RNAP subunits (F/E), the TS, NTS and RNA tran-
script on transcription elongation and termination. Multi-
subunit RNAPs from all three domains of life are capable
of transcription elongation using exclusively the TS DNA
(27,28); this also applies to the archaeal RNAP. However,
the NTS improves the processivity, i.e. the RNAP
synthesizes more full-length product and is less prone to
pausing. This is in good agreement with the bacterial and
yeast transcription systems where the NTS has been
shown to restrict the lateral mobility of the elongating
RNAP by reducing pausing and backtracking (27,37–
39). Kashlev and colleagues have shown that the NTS is
important for the DNA–RNA separation at the upstream
edge of the transcription bubble of RNAPII; the absence
of the NTS results in an overextended hybrid that drives
backsliding of the enzyme and thereby impairs the
processivity (37). Due to the close relationship between
RNAPII and the archaeal RNAP it is not unlikely that
a similar mechanism is responsible for the NTS effect on
processivity we observed in this study. Several lines of
evidence suggest that RNAP subunits F/E interact with
the RNA transcript, (i) we and others have shown that the
F/E complex bind nucleic acids in vitro (4,40), (ii) human
RPB7 can be UV cross-linked to radio-labelled transcripts
between RNA registers +26 and +41 (5) and (iii) struc-
tural information of RNAPII elongation complexes
suggests that the RNA transcript could be directed
towards RPB4/7 (20,21). However, whether this RNA
binding is biologically relevant is controversial, since a
FRET study using fluorescently labelled RNA and
RPB7 in the RNAPII system failed to detect a proximity

between RPB4/7 and the transcript in solution (41). Our
results unequivocally demonstrate that the F/E complex
has a profound effect on the transcription elongation
properties of RNAP in vitro by enhancing the processivity.
In principle, we cannot rule out that F/E leads to an
increase in transcription elongation rate, but it is problem-
atic to discern between processivity and elongation rate
experimentally in our assay. Wild-type RNAPs synthesize
more full-length transcripts and are less prone to pausing
than RNAP�F/E. This result is congruent with in vivo
data in the rpb4D strain of S. cerevisiae, which shows a
reduction of RNAPII levels at the 30-end of multiple
mRNA genes (42). The stimulatory activity of F/E on
transcription elongation in vitro is most pronounced on
synthetic scaffolds consisting of TS and RNA. Previous
experimental approaches were not able to detect the
effect of F/E for a number of reasons. The template in
promoter-independent (‘nonspecific’) transcription assays
consisted of double stranded calf thymus DNA, and the
promoter-directed transcription assays carried out in our
lab used supercoiled plasmid templates (23). Both experi-
mental setups are fundamentally different from the assays
reported in this manuscript, because they make use of dif-
ferent templates and are based on multiple round tran-
scription endpoint assays. The elongation experiments
using synthetic scaffolds are single round transcription
assays following the synthesis of transcripts over a time
course. It is possible that the subtle activities of F/E using
double stranded templates have simply been overlooked in
these less sophisticated assays employed in the past.
Similarly, early studies with S. cerevisiae RNAPII were
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not able to detect a stimulatory effect of the homologous
RPB4/7 complex on transcription elongation assays using
double stranded templates (43). The M. jannaschii RNAP
operates at elevated temperatures (65�C) and it is possible
that under these conditions the interactions between
F/E and the RNA are more important for TEC stability
and elongation, compared to the low temperatures
(25�C) under which the yeast transcription assays were
carried out. We can observe this activity in vitro on
relatively short templates; in vivo the RNAP transcribes
much longer transcription units (e.g. the 2.4Mb
Dystrophin gene) and the effect of F/E is even more
vital. These mechanisms are specific for the elongation
phase of transcription and are unlikely to be caused by
secondary effects since the absence of F/E complex does
not compromise the (heat-) stability and solubility of
RNAP (23) and thereby integrity of the active site
(7,23). The stimulatory activity of F/E on transcription
elongation depends on RNAP subunit K and thereby on
the stable incorporation of F/E into the RNAP (3).
Mutant variants of F/E complex that compromise its
RNA binding in vitro (4) are defective in stimulating tran-
scription elongation. We conclude that the stimulatory
activity of F/E is largely based on interactions between
the RNA transcript and the RNAP. The additional
contacts between F/E and RNA contribute to the interac-
tion network of the TEC and thereby stabilize it. In
addition, it is possible that the F/E-RNA interactions con-
tribute to the efficient separation of the RNA from TS at
the upstream edge of the DNA–RNA hybrid (37). Both
mechanisms have the potential to stimulate the
processivity, and both would be dependent on the RNA-
binding activity of F/E. However, even the F/E ‘loop’
mutant that cannot bind RNA retains baseline
stimulatory activity. We can not rule out the possibility
that the F/E ‘loop’ mutant binds RNA in the context of
the TEC but would like to suggest that the activity could
be due to conformational changes of the RNAP induced
by F/E binding, e.g. a closure of the RNAP clamp domain
(Figure 1C). This hypothesis finds support in difference
maps of X-ray structures generated by comparing the
12-subunit RNAPII and 10-subunit RNAPII �RPB4/7,
which indicate that the position of the mobile RNAP
clamp is modulated by RPB4/7 (26,44). The binding of
nucleic acids could also induce the closure of the RNAP
clamp, as seen in the structure of the 10-subunit RNAPII
elongation complex (20). Alternatively, it cannot be ruled
out that the discrepancies of the clamp position between
the 10- and 12-subunit RNAPII are due to differences in
the crystallization conditions. Transcription termination is
the least understood phase of the transcription cycle. The
archaeal system is unusual in as much as efficient termi-
nation only requires a stretch of several U-residues in
the transcript. Our results show that the recombinant
M. jannaschii RNAP terminates efficiently when
transcribing a stretch of seven U-residues (U7 signal)
and this mechanism is largely independent of the
sequence context. Furthermore we demonstrate that tran-
scription termination on strong U7-signals can occur
independently of the NTS, whereas the NTS mildly
stimulates read through on weak U5-signals. This implies

that the molecular mechanisms that are underlying
robust U-stretch directed termination chiefly depend on
interactions between the template DNA strand, the
RNA transcript and the RNAP. But how is transcrip-
tion termination facilitated? The release of the transcript
and the dissociation of the RNAP–DNA complex
requires disruption of approximately nine hydrogen
bonds of the DNA–RNA hybrid and is likely to
involve substantial conformational changes within
RNAP (e.g. clamp opening). The insertion of an A7-
signal into the transcript did not result in efficient termi-
nation in good agreement with previous observations from
the Methanothermobacterium system (14). Even though
rU:dA basepairs are less stable than rA:dT base pairs,
DNA–RNA hybrid stability alone is unlikely to account
for termination (33,45). This implies that interactions
between the RNAP DNA–RNA hybrid binding compart-
ment and the rU:dA hybrid, but not a rA:dT hybrid are
necessary and sufficient for the termination mechanism.
This result is in good agreement with observations of the
bacterial RNAP system were U-rich RNA:DNA hybrids
were found to destabilize the elongation complex (46). A
prerequisite for efficient termination is transcriptional
pausing, which allows conformational changes within
the elongation complex to occur that subsequently result
in termination (34,35). By reducing the number of
U-residues from seven (U7-signal) to five (U5-signal) the
termination efficiency was reduced by half. This could be
due to shorter pausing and is in good agreement with a
previous study of the P. furiosus histone gene terminator
(10). The F/E complex has no significant impact on tran-
scription termination that is facilitated by the strong U7

signals. However, termination by the weaker U5-signals is
enhanced by the F/E complex and this phenomenon is
dependent on its RNA binding, since the RNA-binding
deficient F/Eloop mutant cannot support this activity.
Even though F/Eloop does not bind RNA in vitro we
cannot strictly rule out that it weakly interacts with the
transcript in the context of the elongation complex due to
the increased local concentration of RNA. However, by
decreasing the distance between the U5-signal and the 50

terminus of the transcript to a size that precluded its inter-
action with F/E (26 nt) the termination activity of F/E was
abrogated. The stimulatory effect of F/E on U5-signal ter-
mination in vitro seems modest, however, the choice
between elongation and termination on U5-signals
in vivo could be a fine balance that is affected by even
small changes in the RNAP including the F/E complex.
A likely explanation for the termination activity of F/E
lies in the additional interactions between F/E and the
transcript, which could induce pausing and lead to termi-
nation. This mechanism is dependent on rU5:dA5 in the
RNAP DNA–RNA hybrid compartment and interactions
between F/E and the RNA, since the F/E complex
increases the processivity in the absence of poly-U
stretches.

The RNAP F/E complex, and its eukaryotic RNAPII
homologue RPB4/7, plays an important role during tran-
scription initiation by facilitating DNA melting and
mediating functional interactions of RNAP with the
basal factors TFE and TFIIF in Archaea and eukaryotes,
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respectively (6,7,25). Here we demonstrate that the F/E
complex, and by inference RPB4/7, is involved in the
molecular mechanisms of RNAP during transcription
elongation and termination. We attribute the main
function of F/E to its ability to interact with the RNA
transcript, but also propose that the interaction between
F/E and the RNAP core leads to conformational changes
within latter that modulate its DNA binding and possibly
catalytic properties. F/E-like complexes are characteristic
for all eukaryotic classes of RNAP (I–V) and archaeal
enzymes, but they have no homologues in bacterial
RNAP. What insights can we gain into overall differences
or similarities between the molecular mechanisms of
bacterial and archaeo-eukaryotic RNAP, the way their
respective genes are transcribed and how this process is
regulated? In the context of transcription elongation it is
tempting to speculate that F/E-like complexes facilitate a
higher processivity and thereby enable RNAPs to tran-
scribe longer genes, even though that is only relevant for
eukaryotic, and not archaeal genes. It is noteworthy that
the properties of bacteriophage antitermination factors,
such as lambda Q, are reminiscent of the F/E complex.
Even though Q cannot directly bind RNA, Q interacts
with the beta-flap region of RNAP, which is in close prox-
imity to the RNA-exit channel (47). Association of Q with
RNAP increases its processivity and alters transcription
termination patterns with the overall outcome of
facilitating and thereby regulating the expression of the
late genes of phage lambda (48). The RNAP subunits
F/E and RPB4/7 function on a global scale, whereas Q
is an operon-specific transcription factor. However, both
modulate their cognate RNAP to achieve an increased
processivity.
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